The use of Learning Management Systems in my study of Social Studies Education at the University of the Philippines was a great help because I didn't have to go to the campus myself to study but I could use the internet in my studies on my convenience anytime and anywhere I could. You will not be able to encounter any problems and calls it Asynchronous Education. The emergence of ICT Infrastructure makes new platforms available for users to manage information and knowledge. These tools are used in different contexts, with varying degrees of success. One of these potential application contexts is teaching and learning processes supported by learning platforms especially in the different institution”, (Conde, García, Rodríguez-Conde, Alier, & García-Holgado, 2014)

Which means applying this to Social Science Discipline makes even better in terms of education and even the best practices the presentation will describe the whole process in the Learning Management Systems used mostly in social sciences in most universities”, (Klindzic, 2008)

The concept Learning Management System used in most social science course was tested effectively with the electronic quizzes. That is why most Students in the university were highly motivated with these new types of learning materials and provide more valuable feedback that can help achieved its purpose with the most efficient convey text narrated learning materials integrated with video and multimedia learning materials. Video and audio narrations take them more time to study since they were constrained with the speed of speech of the recorded lecturer because of its dynamic function especially in our university we keep on uploading videos and other learning materials as part of our requirements in the Social Studies Education Program., (Krasna & Bratina, 2020)

Studying the Learning Management Systems was not so easy yet very challenging because I was able to learn many pedagogical methods in terms of education and blended with educational technology using Moodle at the University of the Philippines. Thus we also know that amidst the pandemic disease that we face today many challenges arise like the temporary suspension of classes of students. The Commission on Higher Education comes up with a plan to deliver the traditional methods of teaching to the different Learning Management Systems platforms.

In times of the global pandemic virus today which is COVID-19, Learning Management Systems is the most effective flexible learning that can be used by the student, So for my final word be dynamic and adaptive with the new learning environment.
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